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About This Game

Welcome to Neptune: Arena FPS
Classic arena style gameplay mixed with modern and futuristic elements, where the only thing that matters is the skill.

Features:

Set into a futuristic environment, you will have to fight the other players climbing the leaderboard and becoming the
best;

Fast paced, tricky, get quick into the action without having to wait for the matches to end;

Beautiful arenas where only the best players will be able to dominate;
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Many jump pads! Melt your movement skills with in-air fights;

Traps! Every map has its own way to endanger the player;

Master 9 futuristic but classic arena style weapons;

Offline single player BOT Practice;

Classic Deathmatch and Instagib mode;

Weapons skins

Modern experience system

Gain XP when fragging the other players;

Earn new ranks and get Tokens to spend on weapons skins;

Customize your player’s skin colour;

Steam Trading Cards
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Title: Neptune: Arena FPS
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
GENOVA Softworks
Publisher:
GENOVA Softworks
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10.0 Compatible Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Might not work correctly with integrated GPUs.

English
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HY ALL !!

PLEASE PEOPLE LETS POPULATE THE SERVERS GAME BECCAUSE THE GAME IS WELL DONE ....

FRANCESCO CREATED A GOOD GREAT GAME BTW.... Its a fun shooter with great mechanics that suffers from a
problem that alot of other similar games have... There are no players so you can only frag bots.

If you have like 7 friends and you all wanna play something together, this would be a good choice.. \u0130n general i don't buy
games like quake and unreal because i think the genre is pretty much dead and there's not enough to improve and give
something new in that genre. "But" when i saw the trailer of the game, the visuals just reeled me in and i wanted to play and give
a review to this good and fun looking game.

First of all i want to emphasize that this game reaaalllyy needs to be on VR!! Because that game could be a game changer in fps
tournament\/arena genre if it was VR playable with these visuals!!! The music choice is really good for this kind of game "but"
it needs a lot of work on sound design cuz the sound effects on weapons and explosions etc. are kinda killing the atmosphere
because they sound like if they don't belong there and gives you that uneasy kind of feeling. Definitely needs more maps and
play modes but the game is on alpha stage and the developer is taking care of his child for now and i think this game is a hell of
a fun!!! (even to a person who is not a fan of these types of fps games)

The game and the developer gives you more than you pay for this game anyways so definitely recommended.... Can't change the
walking keys pls fix this
. Check out my gameplay on youtube. The game is very stable from what I can tell. I had a ton of fun playing it and could see
this becoming highly addictive. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=l9tg67mvKGs&t=1526s .I recommend this game.. your
game won't let me move anything but left i could program this better this should be free if its gonna be horrible. Nice fun and
fast paced game for the price, there are some balancing issues but they are being fixed.. Very good game with alot of potential.
The developer is very active and very helpful. Im hoping to see this community grow :)
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The game is pretty cool but:

- Locked at 62 FPS, if you want to use FREESYNC or GSYNC, you're screwed, it tears really a lot..
- No borderless fullscreen function, no windowed mode function
- WHAT IS THE MAIN MUSIC THEME CALLED? I need it!. Its nice to practice your shooting skills on Bots but its nice if
there will come more updates like a chat system and a way that more players come. P.S. The achievement that requiers a
Developer also playing the game is a bit rude.. It is better to delete that achievement because it will be not able to achieve since
it feels like the game isnt active in the devoping either. If there are developers active inside the game more then once a week
then it might be fine..

Depending on your playstyle I recommend this game only for offline use and to train your shooting skill without players.. Its
Really Really Fun I Enjoyed It Even The Bot Practice Was Fun. Not worth buying because of lack of players. Nice to play, and
easy to learn to get good, but with no drive to actually use the skill vs real players, the game fails.. Got a coupon
Sold some cards
W and S didn't work
9.8\/10
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